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DNA tests can help fulfill several challenging African-American genetic genealogy objectives: 

 Identifying immigrant/enslaved ancestors’ countries of origin 

 Identifying unknown European-American/slaveholding ancestors 

 Identifying unknown African/African-American enslaved ancestors 

Four Types of DNA  

 Y-Chromosome DNA: DNA packaged in the Y-chromosome and passed from father to 

son; only males possess Y chromosomes, facilitating direct male-line ancestor research. 

Test with www.AfricanDNA.com: Y-DNA37 ($95)  

 

 Mitochondrial DNA: DNA from the mitochondria passed from mother to child; only 

females can pass on mitochondrial DNA. This type of DNA facilitates direct female-line 

ancestor research. Test with www.AfricanDNA.com: full mitochondrial sequence ($159) 

  

 Autosomal DNA: DNA on chromosomes 1-22 inherited from all ancestors. This type of 

DNA is the workhorse of genetic genealogy, answering a multitude of questions. Test 

with AncestryDNA.com ($99), 23andMe.com (Ancestry Only Version $99), and upload 

raw DNA data file from AncestryDNA to Family Tree DNA’s Family Finder ($0-$39 – 

FamilyTreeDNA.com) and GEDMatch.com (free, but donation recommended). Use all of 

the available databases and make more discoveries faster. 

 

 X-Chromosome DNA: DNA on the X chromosome with a specific inheritance pattern; 

males receive X-chromosome DNA only from their mothers, while females inherit X-

chromosomes from each of their parents. The distinct inheritance pattern can assist with 

determining relationships to unknown DNA relatives with whom you share X-

chromosome DNA. 23andMe and Family Tree DNA’s Family Finder include X-

chromosome DNA matches with their results. 
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Making the Most of Autosomal DNA  
Employ DNA segment triangulation  

 Download or create spreadsheets containing the DNA segments you share with each 

match.  

 Sort the spreadsheet by chromosome and segment start point.  

 Identify clusters of matches who all share the same DNA segment (a triangulated group).  

Compare pedigrees  

 Compare family trees with each match within a triangulated group to identify a common 

ancestor.  

 The common ancestor identified is the ancestor who passed down the shared DNA 

segment to each member of the triangulated group.  

Build a robust online family tree  

 Use Ancestry.com, Rootsweb.com, and FamilySearch.org to research your lineage and 

make your research available to your DNA matches.  

Strategically test relatives  

 Testing as many relatives as possible, especially the oldest living generations, delivers 

many more valuable genealogical data points. The most important relatives to test: 

 

Relative to Test  Alternative  Second Alternative  
Your parents  Your uncle or aunt  Your siblings  
Your grandparents  Your granduncle or grandaunt  Your 1st cousins  
Your great-grandparents  Your great-granduncle or great-

grandaunt  
Your 2nd cousins  

Your great-great-grandparents  Your great-great-granduncle or 
great-great-grandaunt  

Your 3rd cousins  

 

Genetic genealogy is a dynamic field that requires constant study. Consult the following 

resources: 

 

Books 

 Emily Aulicino’s Genetic Genealogy: The Basics and Beyond 

 Blaine T. Bettinger’s The Family Tree Guide to DNA Testing and Genetic Genealogy 

 Blaine T. Bettinger and Debbie Parker Wayne’s Genetic Genealogy in Practice 

 Dave Dowell’s NextGen Genealogy: The DNA Connection 

 

Genetic Genealogy Blogs 

 DNA Explained http://dna-explained.com/ 

 The Genetic Genealogist http://thegeneticgenealogist.com/ 

 Through The Trees Blog http://throughthetreesblog.tumblr.com 

 Your Genetic Genealogist http://www.yourgeneticgenealogist.com/ 
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